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Communities Helping Communities
Extending an arm of support to those most affected by the COVID-19 crisis

How Does the HKCRF Help? 
The ACF, whose CEO has over fifteen years of experience in 
the non-profit sector in Hong Kong, and the AWA, which has 
60+ years of experience in charitable giving in Hong Kong, 
have worked with other HKCRF experts to identify the most 
effective grassroots charitable organizations in Hong Kong. 
These groups work directly with families and communities 
most affected, and are hugely reliant on private donations. 
Our assistance can help ensure that these families continue 
to have access to the vital resources these groups provide. 

What Can You Do?
The Hong Kong government’s $10,000 financial relief 
scheme, offered to all permanent residents, presents a 
unique opportunity for those of us who already enjoy health, 
safety and financial security. The HKCRF is encouraging 
everyone who can afford to do so to “pay it forward” and 
donate their relief check to help those in our community who 
desperately need it. Corporate members can do their part 
by matching employee donations, and by championing the 
HKCRF via their own charitable giving initiatives. 

All For One and One For All 
While family, community and supporting others are true 
American values, they are not ours alone. We hope that by 
working together with other organizations and individuals, 
we can create deeper connections to our local communities 
and serve as a catalyst for future engagement. And that 
means encouraging all members of the Hong Kong 
community to act. Everyone can help make a difference for 
the most vulnerable among us. Together, we can ensure 
that Hong Kong emerges from the COVID-19 crisis even 
stronger than it was before. 

To donate to the Hong Kong Community Recovery Fund, 
please visit www.hkcrf.org.

There are many American values that we hold close to our 
hearts. Among the most important are community, family, 
and supporting others in times of need. 

With these values in mind, the core pillars of the Hong 
Kong-American community have come together to create 
the Hong Kong Community Recovery Fund (HKCRF), 
an initiative to provide urgent support to families most 
affected by the COVID-19 crisis. These pillars include The 
American Club, The American Club Foundation (ACF), The 
American Chamber of Commerce, The AmCham Charitable 
Foundation, Hong Kong International School (HKIS) and the 
American Women’s Association (AWA). Combined, these 
organizations can bring together their own communities 
and draw upon the skills and resources of some of Hong 
Kong’s most influential individuals and corporations to truly 
make a difference. 

Who Does the HKCRF Help? 
The HKCRF focuses on meeting the basic needs of Hong 
Kong families, with a particular emphasis on pitching in 
where the gaps are greatest. The HKCRF has identified two 
areas where we can have maximum impact: mental and 
physical health, and education and skills training. Both of 
these are core areas of need not only in the immediate term, 
but well into the future. 

(L/R) Back row: Tim Morrison, Rick Johannessen, Jason Bajaj; 
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Chuang & Yash Rana. Not present: Tara Joseph & Ron Roukema.

Connecting with local communities is a HKCRF priority.




